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A trmdy .1·1111e 111ml11:m111irnl model h(ls lwe11 devdopetl for a sol11r c/1/m111•y wliil'/1 is 11setl 1u 
1?11hw1ce the r:Q'e,·11>f 1/rem111f/y i11cl11ct•d ~l!111ilmiu11 i11 b11ildi119s. The motlel tukl!.r i1110 •'••11,rfrltm11io11 
dij]'enmt ·i=es t>f tire upe11i11g.1· of 11 solur i:l1i11111ey wit/1 wrying wlues 1>f tlil! cli.w:liar.,111 · •'t1l!ffecie111.1'. 
N1111111rirnl t•alc11/mim1s performed fo r diffi•nmt i·alue.1· of 11111hfo111 Wmpe1·1111trl! 1111</ ."1/,ir radiwio11 
slww 1/1111 u solar C<lllt•t•1tJr 11rl!11 of':.."15 (1112) is 11b/11111 im/11c1• cm air flow be111·11v11 l ·lll (m' flir) ro 
330 (m '!lir) .ftJJ' .1·0/11r radi111io11 ii/'200 ( Wim!) 1111d I 000 (IV 111 ' ) rcspec1h'l!(I' . 

NOMENCLATURE 

A= Area (m') 
C = Coefficient of 
q =Gravitational acceleration (m is' ) 
H = Height (m) 
h =Heat transl'ercoelfo:ient (W .m' Kl 

m = Mass flow rate (Kg/s) 
P =Pressure ( 1 .m' ) 
Q =Volume 1101 r:i tc (m 1 sJ 

S(t) = Avcmgc solar radk1tion (W. m') 
T = To:mpcratmc (deg. C) 
U = Hl.?a t losscodlicicnt (W m' :K) 
W= Width (m) 

Greek 
!X = Absorptance 
fl = Slope (degree) 
r = Transmittance 
u = Density (kg/m3

) 

S11bscrip1s 
a= Ambient 
b =Bottom 
D = Discharge 
f =Fluid 
i =Inlet 

11 =Outlet 
p =Plate 
r =Ratio 

R =Room 

1. INTRODUCTION 

VENTILATION is generally defined as supply of out
side air to the interior for air motion and replacement of 
stale air by fresh outside air for healthy and comfortable 
interior environment[!). 

The lwo systems of ventilation, namely, natural ven
tilation and mechanical ventilation can be met by prop
erly placed openings in the former case and by ceiling 
fans or exhaust fans in the latter. For natural ventilation , 
there are two causes of air motion through the building, 
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namely (i) aeromotive or wind force, (ii) thcrn1al or tem
perature forces or stack effect. 

When wind strikes a building, a region or higher pres
sure is created on windward side while the kcward wall 
and roof are all subjected to reduced pressure. A pressure 
gradient is thereby created across the building in the 
direction of the incident wind. This pressure gradient 
causes the air to llow through lhc building !'rum openi ngs 
in the region or higher pre sure to openings localed in 
regions of lower pre ·sure. In thc simple case or an isolated 
enclosure in which openings arc provided in each of two 
opposi te walls. the rate ol' air fl ow can be ca lculated bv 
the equation · 

Q=K· A·V 

where Q is rate of air flow (m3 /hr), A is area of smaller 
opening (m2

), Vis outdoor wind speed (m/hr), and K is 
coefficient or effecti veness. 

Thermal venti lation due to stack effect operates when 
a temperature difference exists between the outside and 
inside air of a building. difference is created between 
their densities and a pressure gradient dcv1.: loped along 
the vertical direction over the walls of the building. If the 
temperature inside is higher than that outside, the upper 
parts of the building will ha ve higher pressure while the 
lower pa rts will have lower pressure. When openings are 
provided in these regions, air en ters through the lower 
openings and escapes th rough the upper. In case the 
ind or air tempernture is lower than outside, the air flow 
will be reversed . 

The patterns of pressure changes can be described as 
given below [2] . 

(i) When a single opening exists at a certain level in the 
building, the air pn.:ssure on either side of the opening 
equalizes. after which no air flow is induced through the 
opening inspite \)f the temperature diftcrcncc. 

The uir pressure above and below the opening varies 
1 ilh height, temperature difference between inside and 
outside and it is proportional to the density or air. If the 
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indoor air is warmer and therefore less dense. the indoor 
vertical pressure gradient is less than that outdoors. This 
means that inside is at excess pressure at any level above 
the opening and a depression below it, and these differ
ences incn:ast: with vertical di3tunce from the openinB fn 
case no opening is available the air cannot Bow out 
though the pressure difference exists. 

(ii) When two openings are provided at different 
heights and the indoor temperature is higher than 
outside, the pressure difference is formed in such a way 
that excess indoor pressure builds.up at the upper open
ing, where air flows outwards while a depression is cre
ated at the lower levd. inducing U!J inward flow of air. 
When the indoor temperature is lower, the positions are 
interchanged and the flow direction reversed. 

The air flow induced by the thermal force is pro
portional to the square root of the pressure head and the 
free area of the opening. 

It is given by equation 

where Q is volume mtc of"air flm (m\ hr). A is free area 
of inlet opening (m1

), K is a constant depending upon 
resistance given by the opening. It is vertical distance 
between inlet imd ou tlet (m). 11 is average temperature of 
indoor air at height (Ii) in (°C) and 10 is the temperature 
of outdoor air (0 C) [I]. 

As the thermal force of ventilation depends on the 
product of indoor-outdoor temperature difference and 
the height of the ventilation path, i.e. vertical distance 
between the openings, it is important that one of these 
factors is of sufficient magnitude. 

In residential buildings, the effective height of ven
tilation path is very sma ll. less than 2 m in an average 
single storeyed apartment So for an ai r flow or any 
practical use to be induced by thermal force. there must 
be an appreciable difference between the indoor a nd out
door temperatures. Such differences exist only in winter 
and mostly in cold regions. Thus in summer the thermal 
force is usually too small Lo have any practical appli
cation. Ventilation due to temperature forces is therefore 
considered to be insignificant and usually neglected, as 
when both aeromotive and thermal forces are acting. 
The aeromotive forces are assumed to be predominant. 
Ventilation due to aeromotive forces is well understood 
but no significant work has so far been done on natural 
ventilation by thermal forces. 

Use ofsolur energy to create large temperntme differ
ences and therefore an appreciable air movement has 
been an idea given to operate either a turbine for power 
generation or lately it is in use in buildings with the name 
of a solar chimney [4, 5, 6]. A solar chimney has been 
designed and tested for aiding ventilation in Africa (8]. 
It was shown that if air cools from 30°C to (30- 0) °C 
in our concrete, a room of 30 m 3, one can obtain 4(0) 112 

air changes per hour, so that a fall in temperature by I, 
2 or 3 degrees would give 4, 5.5 and 7 air changes per 
hour. The air changes were also found to be dependent 
upon the width of the air collector in the chimney. A 
demonstration project in Alicante, Spain uses the concept 
of solar chimney for inducing ventilation [9]. No. 
measurements or theory are however available for quan-

tifying solar chimney ventilation. In this paper a rigorous 
analytical model has been developed for a solar chimney 
to sec whether the concept can in fact produce desirable 
movement of air Bow. 

2. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION 

A solar chimney is essentially divided into two parts, 
one-the solar air heater (collector) and second-the 
chimney (Fig. 1). The system is desired to be designed to 
maximize solar gain and thereby maximize the ventilation 
effect. The critical design parameters being the height, 
cross-section area and the difference in temperature at 
the inlet and outlet of the solar air heating system. 

Air in a solar collector gets heated during the day, the 
air inside heats. expands and rises. in turn pulling interior 
air up and out. One advantage of the system is its ability 
to self balance; the hotter the day, the hotter the solar 
air heat collector and faster the air movement. 

3. MATHEMATICAL MODELLING 

3.1. Air.flmr rare equation 
An equation for volume tlow rate can be derived with 

help of Bernoulli"s Equation and Continuity Equation 
from Principle of Conservation of Mass. Referring to 
Fig. 2 one gets [3] : 

Q., = Cv • A,,[2(P, 1 -P,, 1) / a,,]1 ' (I) 

and 

Where Q,, is outflow rate. Q; is inflow rate, Cv is 
coefficient of discharge. A,, is outlet area. A, is inlet area, 
a,, is density of air at outlet. a, is density of air at inlet. 
P01 , P 11 , P,,, and P 12 denotes pressures at relative points 
as shown in Fig. 2. 

Solar radi11ion 

i~ 
, rri "-· Hol •ir 

column 

Fig. I. System description. 
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Exlernal air density cr
0 
~ Internal air mean density cr 

Oullel area A Q 
~ Oulflow 0 p 

1 
Density of air at 1ntlet CJ; 

Po.:o_ ~ow. v-·-·-1·~ 
loflow O; ~lolo• "°' A, 

Outside ~ 

p Denotes pressures at relative points, 
coefficient of discharge of inlels and 
outlels = C 0 

Inside 

Fig. 1 Pn:ssure anJ Jensity Jislribution in a solar chimney 
system. 

Also 

P,, 2 = P,, 1 +<I'"·g· H 

and 

Hence 

( P,,2 - P i:l +(Pi i - P,, i l = iJ. H(rr,. -a). (3) 

Substituting equations (I). (2) in (3) and using the 
· 1· fl ·l ' 111 - rr · Q - rr · Q then conservation o mass ow .. c. - , , - " 0 • 

m = c0 • [2 · g · H(rr,. -a)] 1 
2 

• [{ L (rr, ·A;"): 

+~1,(rr,,·,..ern 12 
(4) 

The normal ranges of external and inernal co~ditions 
and the differences of density are of much greater import

ance than the absolute values, thus 

(rI,.-a) = M 

and 

also 

m=<I·Q 

m = C 0 ·A
0
[2·g·H·<I·t.rr] 1 2 /[(l+A,2)] 1

'
2 

where 

A,= (A 0 /A,) 

and using the ideal gas law 

P=<I·R·T 

<I;= P/(R · T;); rr,, = P/(R · T,,) 

and 

on substituting these we get 

(5) 
Similarly 

(6) 
The equations (5) and (6) have bec11 .1

1
•
1111 1 . . . . ,., con-

stdcrmg a solar air heat collector m vcrt1ql 
1
,,,,

111
. f 

. . . I' d k. 1 /I . h I ion. I 1t 1s inc me ma mg an ang c wit tic 111111 1111 1 1 1 . . d"ti d 1. 1 11 • I 1ese 
equations m mo 1 c orm can be cxpn:~~1·t1 "'' 

Q; = C0 • A,,[2 · (t. T/T .. ) · i,: ·II· sin /W 12 

. [(I I I,' II I/' (7) 

and 

Q,, = C0 • A,,[2· (t.T/T,) · .'/" l/·sin fJl 1''· 

. [(I I '· I) I/,. (8) 

Equations (7) and 8) give volume 11""' , ., 
1 1 

. 
• . _ ~ • 

1 
', t11r nl 

the inlet and outlet rcs11cct1vel y m tern" '•I ,,1 bl 
' 'w:ura e 

Parameters (tem 1)ert\lu r..:) . umber of:11r 1 1, ,
11

•
1 

b , ~ · · ,_, .. ,<..: an e 
c:1 lculaLed from these cqualwns and by •1:11 1,,

1
•
1 

,
1 

. . ·. 
. I ll . . ,, le size Of $Olar aH · ieut CO CClo r. VCnt1 latl()l1 l'< :Cjlill• I 

111 ; 111 ~ can 
be satisfied. These two c4uations arc.: • 11

111
1. , 1 · 

11 ·1111na y 
homogeneous. 

3.2. Temperature equation 
The energy balance c4uations for tht: :d,·, , 1 1 - · ' '':r p ate and the flowing fluid (air in present cast:J .,, ,,. , .. 

1 
. 

- . ' · ;q ar air 
beat collector can be wnltcn and solved 1, , 

1 
d 

·' ·" \:l an outlet air temperatures of the whole syste1n ; /I 
Energy balance for absorber plate: · 

+ U1,U 1, 1· ) (9) ,, 
where '.X, r, S,, h1, TP, t,, U., T., Uh and I ,. ·•t •; · •b~o rpt
ance of the collector plate (dimcnsionk~~J 11 •• 

1 
, 

. . . " • .r111 uance 
of glazmg (d1mens1onlcss) , average ~· ,J ~ , .. 

1
. . 

• ·•t ia11on (w /m 2
), heat trans~.er cocflicicm w I'll ' r. .. b 

• / ·• •>'1or er 
plate temperatu~e CC), a-.ic:age fluid :t:11:;,.::.•., r1; C'C), 
top loss coefficients (W/m-/ K) ambient '"",, . , •.. :,x:rature 
(

0 C), bottom loss coefficient (W/m-/ K J a1111 ,., t ,,m em
perature (°C), respectively, 

Energy balance for flowing fluid (i.e. a11, 

dT1 
m·C ·-x=h ·w·t.:c(T / (lO) P dx I • P - 'i 

where m, CP, Ax and w arc mass flow rate r.r. 1 . "P 'fi 
, ·J. • CCI C 

heal (J/ Kg/K) , elemental width, width ,,J '/, ;../,ti,r (m) 
respectively . Solving equation (10), with ·.·,;; ... ,. 

1 
, ' 

... •4 con
dition that 

at x = 0; T1 = Tu 

therefore 
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I'· I I'· T, = Ju T 1 • dx J.. dx (11) 

or 

( 12) 

from equations (9) and (12) we get 

Tp =[(ct"!)' S'(t)+ U,' T0 +(Uh+ U,)' TR]/ 

[U,+Uh+U1] (13) 

where 

U1 = h1 • [{1-exp(k· L)}/(k· L)] 

from equations (l l) and (13) we get 

T1(x) = A(t)+B(t) ·exp (-kx). (14) 

At 

x = L ; Tr = T1,, 

therefore 

T 1,, = A(t)+B(t)·exp(-k·L) (15) 

where 

and 

3.3. Example calculation 
Using equations (8) and (15), volume flow rate of air 

is calculated by iterative method and therefrom number 
of air changes per hour is calculated. These calculations 
are done by assuming a room size of 4 m (length) x 4 m 
(width) x 4 m (ceiling height) giving a volume of 64 m>. 
Different sizes of solar air heat collectors were tried and 
finally optimized size of 1.5 m x 1.5 m x 0.15 mis arrived 
at to give number of air changes per hour between 3 
and 6 (given in Table 1) [!). Other parameters taken in 
calculations are as given in Table 2. The results of these 
calculations are presented in a graphical form in Fig. 3a-
3d. 

Table !. Air change schedule [I] 

s. 
No. Space to be ventilated 

I *Assembly hall/auditoria 
2 * Bedrooms/living rooms 
3 Classrooms 
4 *Factories (medium metal works) 
5 * Hospital wards 
6 *Kitchen (domestic) 
7 Laboratories 
8 *Offices 

*Smoking 

Air changes 
per hour 

3-6 
3-6 
3-6 
3-6 
3-6 
3-6 
3-6 
3-6 

Table 2. Input parameters considered ror computation 

I. Absorptance-transmittance 
or the collt:ctor plate and 
glazing 

2. Bottom loss coefficient 
3. Top loss coetlicient 
4. Specific heat 
5. Heat transfer coetficient 
6. Length of collector 
7. Width of collector 
8. Accclt:ration due to gravity 
9. Distance between inlet and 

outlet 
10. Coefficient of discharge of 

inlet and outlet 
11. Inclination of collector with 

horizontal 

0.8 

0.5 (Wjm' Cl 
5.0 (W/m' Cl 
\000 (J/kg Tl 
15 (W/m' 'Cl 
1.5 (m) 
1.5 (m) 
9.8 (m/sec/scc) 
1.5 (ml 

0.5. 0.6. 0. 7 and 0.8 

30 

4. RESULTS AND DISCt:SIONS 

The required size of the solar collector area of a solar 
chimney will depend on the required air changes in a 
building. As per Bureau of Indian Standards [I]. the 
standard of required ventilation rates in dilferent types 
ofa room are given in Table I. It is therefore evident that 
the required collector area will depend on the size of the 
room also. For the sake of illustration. we assume a room 
size of 4 m x 4 m x 4 m enclosing an air volume of 64 m.i. 
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Fig. 3a. Variation of volume flow rate with solar radiation for 
different ambient temperatures. 
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Fig. 3b. Variation of volume flow rate with solar radiation for 
different ambient temperatures. 
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(d) 
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Fig. 3c. Variation of volume flow rate with solar radiation for 
different ambient temperatures. 

Calculations were performed by using equations (8) 
and ( 15) and by using an iterative procedure for different 
values of solar insolation between 200 (W .' me) and 1000 
(W me). It is found that a collector area of 2.25 me and 
for a duct size of 15 cm (air gap between the absorber 
plate and upper surface of the rear insulation) leads to 
air :::xchangc values between 3 and 6 by using various 
other values of the parameters given in Table 2. 

The discharge coefficient (CD) is a function of the 
geometry of the solar chimney and the volumetric flow 
rate. Its value is chosen to be 0.6 (l]. However, the dis
charge coefficient can take values between 0.5 and 0.8, 
therefore. a parametric study was performed cor
responding to an ambient temperature of24 to 36·C. The 
results arc illustrated in Figs 3a and 3d which gives the 
volumetric flow rate and the air changes for different 

0 I 00 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 900 1000 1100 

Solar radiation (W/sq. m) 

Fig. 3d. Variation of volume !low rate with solar radiation !'or 
different ambient temperatures. 

values of the ambient temperature and for an optimized 
solar collector area of 2.25 me. 

5. CONCLL"SIONS 

Considerable air ventilation can be generated by solar 
induced temperature difference if the system is properly 
designed. This has become evident by the l~tct that then: 
is a potential of generating 100-350 (nr' 'hr) ventilation 
rates for a collector area of 2.25 me and for solar radiation 
values of 100-1000 Wim 2 on the horizontal surface. The 
values of these induced air flows also depend on the 
geometry of the air collector, cross-section of the du1.:1 
and the performance parameters of the air heating solar 
colJector. 
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